Makeup, Hair and
Colours to
Compliment your
Eyeglasses
Think of balancing and complementing the two

You love your makeup routine but with the entrance
of your eyeglasses, you’re now left wondering
whether you should even bother with it anymore.Your
eyeglasses seem set to vanquish all those smoky eyes
and cat flicks permanently. *sniffle*

Endearing Eyebrows
As you probably know, your eyeglasses do frame
your face but did you know that your eyebrows
frame your eyeglasses? Trim and shape your
eyebrows into the best version they can be
because it makes a world of difference to your
face. Much more so, when you don eyewear.

Lip Love
You don’t even need to think about this one. Just
go bold. Your eyewear will complement your
bold lip seamlessly. In fact your eyewear
downright loves a bold lip. Take your pick from
the luscious assortment of fushia’s, coral’s and
ruby red’s out there. You can even coordinate
your eye and your lip colour to max this look out.

The Cat Eye
Get those liners out, ladies and get your flick on.
All you’ve got to do is line your flick with the
upper corner of your eyeglasses to nail the
framed cat eye look. We couldn’t resist trying this
one out first and the results spoke volumes.

Bigger can be Better
This holds true for your eyewear at least. None
of your eye makeup will be hidden if you wear
larger frames because it serves as a bigger
canvas so to speak, to showcase your eyes.

Yellow-based Concealer
A yellow-based, under-eye concealer (cream or
liquid) instantly brightens up your under-eyes.
Leaving your entire face looking refreshed while
simultaneously minimizing the shadow of the
spectacle frames usually cast on the face.

Sparkly Makeup
To give your eyes a bit of sparkle under your
glasses, go on and dab some shimmery lightreflecting powder on your lids or you can even
line your eyes with emboldened metallic shades
like glossy gold, electric blue or an acid green.

Hairstyle Tips Befitting
your Eyewear
Bold

Soft

VS

If you have a bold hairstyle
then go for frames which
aren’t as in-your face; think
visually softer and lighter.

Whereas if you have a
relatively simple or no fuss
hairstyle, then going funky with
those frames will give you that
much desired edge.

With a fringe, opt for lighter
coloured frames and lighter
fabrications too.

Colour Theory
Metallic eyewear and frames in darker shades offset brown hair
rather well. You can give tortoise-shell fabrications in a brown
palette a shot as they look good on the brown-haired ones.
Blond-haired people on the other hand, do look good in lighter
coloured frames
Redheads too can choose virtually any colour on the spectrum. If
you want it, you can pretty much have it.
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